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A fierce novel about identity and the
liberating power of drag follows the
experiences of a mixed-race teen in
London who struggles to connect with his
heritage before coming out and
establishing his place in drag society.
Available on CloudLibrary.

Alexis has always been able to rely on two
things: her best friends, and the magic
powers they all share. Their secret is what
brought them together, and their love for each
other is unshakeable, even when that love is
complicated. Available on CloudLibrary.

Resigned to a life without superpowers in a
world full of them, bisexual Jess takes a paid
internship where she helps a heinous
supervillain and works with her longtime
crush, but she soon stumbles on a massive
plot. Available on CloudLibrary and Hoopla.

Piper is trying to get over her ex-girlfriend and
her fear of driving while she trains with an
Olympic equestrian. Kat isn't sure if she likes
girls, but she knows how to drive. When Piper's
grandma hires Kat to help Piper learn to drive,
it's sure to be an exciting summer. Available on
CloudLibrary.

Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a
brother in prison, but when he meets
Dante and they become friends, Ari starts
to ask questions about himself, his
parents, and his family that he has never
asked before. Available on CloudLibrary.

A Black misfit from a wealthy, prom-
obsessed midwestern community carefully
plans to attend a medical college before
the unexpected loss of her financial aid
forces her to compete for her school’s
prom queen scholarship. Available on
CloudLibrary & Hoopla.

When Nishat, an Irish girl of Bengali
heritage, sees her old friend Flavia
again, she feels attracted, but when they
both enter a school contest as henna
artists, their feelings for each other
become more complicated. Available on
CloudLibrary.

The Love & Lies of Rukhsana Ali
by Sabina Khan
After her conservative Muslim parents
catch her kissing her girlfriend, Rukhsana
finds herself whisked off to Bangladesh
and must find the courage to fight for the
right to choose her own path. Available
on Hoopla & CloudLibrary.

A Rainbow oA Rainbow of Booksf Books

Summoned by a spell to the Lost Coast,
Danny finds herself among the Grays, a
coven of queer witches who challenge her
perspectives and ask for help finding a
missing member. Available on CloudLibrary.
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